Harmony
One connection to the global financial markets.
Traiana’s Harmony network delivers global market connectivity, processing
the trades generated by over 1,000 Buy- and Sell-side participants for FX,
equities, equity derivatives and exchange traded derivatives.
Harmony’s scalable and agile platform provides
comprehensive visibility into activity across
markets and within an enterprise, delivering
optimized risk management, regulatory
compliance and pre- and post-trade processes.
This ensures visibility into complex workflows
for firms and institutions on both sides of the
markets, as well as in trading venues
and platforms.
Automation of matching, confirmation and
affirmation processes, as well as post-trade
settlement and clearing, facilitates higher STP
and greater risk-management by minimizing
human input error, which can lead to
settlement failure.
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This robust, comprehensive connectivity solution
links all market participants on Traiana’s best-ofbreed low latency network, Harmony. This results
in high speed-to-market as well as real-time
communication across the trade lifecycle.
Harmony is easy to implement: Traiana takes
care of all translation and mapping requirements,
integrating with client systems, using their
standards. With one connection, gain immediate
access to a comprehensive suite of solutions
that streamline pre- and post-trade workflow,
regulatory compliance and risk management.

Harmony – One connection to the global financial markets.

Harmony – Global, Connected, Secure

Connects more than
1,000 firms, through 15,000
trading relationships across
asset classes

Secure, robust, central and
scalable: processes more
than $1.5 trillion daily

Our services
are delivered via
our secure cloud:

Harmony Network

Audited by every major market participant, with
oversight by CLS and New York Fed annually

Operations

Regulations

Harmony is designed to simplify and
streamline processes across the trade lifecycle,
driving STP from front-office execution to backoffice settlement.

With legislations being introduced more quickly
and with compressed deadlines, Harmony
ensures processes are compliant with
regulations today and future-proofed to meet
the demands of tomorrow.

Connectivity
Harmony connects more than 1,000 market
participants who trade across asset classes; FX,
exchange traded derivatives, fixed income, CDS,
cash and synthetic equity transactions.

Universal
Harmony works across the markets: Banks,
Prime Brokers, Executing Brokers and Buy-side
firms, as well as the many trading and clearing
venues and platforms.

Risk Management
The low latency solution delivers risk
management across trading lifecycles- from
the legal framework underpinning the margin
or prime brokerage relationship, to direct active
trade and position monitoring.

To find out more contact the Traiana team directly: info@traiana.com
Or visit the website: www.traiana.com
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